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'If we just knew who should do it', or the social organization of the archiving of
archaeology in Sweden
Isto Huvila
Abstract
Introduction. This paper analyses the work practices and perspectives of professionals
working with archaeological archives and the social organization of archaeological archiving
and information management in Sweden.
Method. The paper is based on an interview study of Swedish actors in the field of
archaeological archiving (N=16).
Analysis. The interviews were recorded and transcribed, then analysed using close reading.
Results. We identified eight major work roles of archiving and managing archaeological
information. Analysis of the recorded interviews show that there are multiple technical,
legislative, conceptual and structural factors that influence and complicate the building,
management and use of archaeological archives.
Conclusions. Results show that the central challenge of archiving archaeology is the lack of
efforts to influence and control the process by the involved actors. A mutual effort to be more
explicit about concerns, needs and wishes of all participating organizations would help them to
prioritise their work, take other actors’ concerns into account and develop their work practices to
support more effectively the preservation of archaeological information.
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Introduction
Despite the considerable investments in the infrastructures for the preservation of
archaeological heritage, there is little in-depth empirical research on their users and
especially on the infrastructures and their developers, managers and contributors.
The importance of understanding the practices and needs of all involved in the
making and use of the ‘archaeological archive’ (understood in this text as consisting
of all digital and non-digital records and outputs of archaeological activities) is
underpinned by the fact that during the past two decades, archaeological
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information production has shifted from a predominantly analogue to a digital
mode. At the same time, with some (partial) exceptions (e.g., the work of
Archeology Data Service in UK and DANS in the Netherlands), the archival and
preservation practices are still largely dominated by paper-based procedures and
mindsets.
There are on going national and international initiatives to standardise archiving
practices in archaeology (e.g., ARCHES-project and the archives workgroup of
European Archaeologiae Consilium and the ARIADNE infrastructure project).
There is also a long but somewhat slender line of theoretical and practice oriented
research on the topic (e.g., Merriman and Swain, 1999; Swain, 2006; Brown, 2011;
Lucas, 2010). What is lacking is a broader understanding of how archaeological
archives are managed in practice and how archiving is and is not related to the
development of archaeological information systems, databases and management
practices.
The aim of this article is to explicate the work practices and perspectives of the
professionals working with archaeological archives and the premises of their work
and opinions in the social organization of archaeological archiving. What are the
roles of the different primary actors in the process of archiving archaeology? What
are their opinions on the priorities, problems and challenges of archiving and
preserving archaeology? Finally, we ask if and how the work roles and their
relationships can be used to explain the organization of archaeological archiving.
This article is based on an interview study of Swedish professionals working with
archaeological archives and archiving (N=16) representing primary groups of
interested parties in the field in Sweden. The study uses a combination CATWOE
analysis borrowed from Checkland’s soft systems methodology (Checkland, 1981)
and the systems theoretical framework adapted from White (2008) to explicate the
emergence of the positions and world views of the different actors in the field of
archaeological information.

Literature review
The present study builds on earlier work in archaeological archiving. This review
covers earlier technical and theoretical literature on archaeological archives and
repositories and rationales for establishing centralised repositories for
archaeological information. Secondly, the review looks into earlier research on the
actors in the area of archaeological archives including users and archives
professionals, and the influence of these groups on archiving and preservation.
Even if the management and archiving of archaeological information has never
become a mainstream research topic in archival studies, information management
or archaeology, there has been a long on-going discussion on the premises and best
practices of preserving archaeology (e.g., Swain, 2006; Reilly and Rahtz, 1992;
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Dallas, 2009). There is a broad consensus on the principled importance of
preserving archaeology, but the recurring emphasis on the need to improve archival
practices (e.g., Richards, 2002; Degraeve, 2012) and surveys of the actual state of
affairs (e.g., Edwards, 2011; Stoll-Tucker, 2011) both signal that there is room for
improvement. The established archival procedures need to be adapted to new types
of records. There is also a need to discuss the resourcing and priorities of preserving
archaeological information particularly in the context of contract archaeology
(Backhouse, 2006). Even if it would be possible to keep all, the problem is how to
make the information digestible (Richards, 2006).
A greater emphasis of the need for the preservation of digital archaeological records
has served as an impetus for national initiatives, including: in the UK, the
Archaeology Data Service (ADS) (Richards, 2002) and Archaeological Archives
Forum (AAF) (Aitchison, 2009); in the Netherlands, EDNA/DANS (E-depot voor de
Nederlandse archeologie, Data Archiving and Networked Services) (Doorn and
Tjalsma, 2007); in Germany, IANUS (Forschungsdatenzentrum Archäologie &
Altertumswissenschaften), and in Sweden, the National Data Service (SNDS) and
the National Heritage Board. The USA lacks similar national projects with an
equally broad mandate. The major initiatives of archiving (e.g., tDAR (the Digital
Archaeological Record), see McManamon, Kintigh and Brin, 2010), and publishing
archaeological data (e.g., Open Context, see Whitcher, Kansa and Schultz , 2007)
are private, albeit partially publicly funded, consortia. The founding of specialised
bodies such as the Archaeology Data Service, IANUS and the Archaeological
Archives Forum (UK) for the management of archaeological information and
broadening of the mandate of earlier data archives such as SNDS and DANS have
pushed forward the development of policies and practices for archiving archaeology.
In addition, specific projects such as the Digital Archaeological Workflow have
contributed to the development of models and strategies for that work (e.g.,
Balkestein and Tjalsma, 2007; Mitcham, Niven and Richards, 2010; Brown, 2011;
Riksantikvarieämbetet, 2012a; Palaiologk, Economides, Tjalsma, and Sesink, 2012).
At the same time, large international endeavours like the ARIADNE infrastructure
for the management of archaeological research data and earlier projects including
ARENA (Kenny, Kilbride and Richards, 2003) for the networked access to
archaeological records in Europe have brought together national and regional actors
to develop sustainable technical solutions and strategies for the long-term digital
preservation of archaeological information.
The earlier discussion on archaeological archiving has been characterised by two
divergent approaches. First, the aim of a large body of research has been to develop
practical data management systems for the purposes of individual institutions and
projects. Local, project and institution-specific documentation has been developed
to manage specific types of information, such as geographic information system
data (e.g., Shaw, Corns and McAuley, 2009; Gattiglia, 2009) and data on specific
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types of finds and areas of archaeology (e.g., maritime archaeology, Drap and Long,
2001). In addition, earlier research has addressed the consequences of working
within different legislative and regional contexts (e.g., Degraeve, 2011; Braccini and
Federici, 2010; Franceschini, 2011; Bibby, 2011; Swain, 2006), and for managing
information from different (often somewhat implicit) epistemological perspectives
(e.g., Braccini and Federici, 2010; Cantone, 2005; Esteva, Trelogan, Rabinowitz,
Walling and Pipkin, 2010; Stenzer, Woller and Freitag, 2011).
The second approach has been to focus on theoretical research and the development
of generic systems for representing all types of archaeological data. Digital library
and e-Science oriented research (e.g., Raghavan, Vemuri, Gonçalves, Fan and Fox,
2005; Fox, 2005; Kintigh, 2006; Esteva, et al., 2010) has tended to focus on the
’globality’ (roughly as envisioned by Chowdhury, 1999, p. 431-432) of digital
repositories and information retrieval systems. As Kintigh (2006) notes, a
comprehensive integration of archaeological data holds a major promise for
working with new types of research questions.
In spite of the universal aspirations, the challenges of universal knowledge
organization systems and repositories (e.g., Fox, Akscyn, Furuta and Leggett, 1995;
Fox and Marchionini, 1998; Blandford, Stelmaszewska and Bryan-Kinns, 2001)
have been acknowledged for a long time and the currently operational data archives
have tended to adapt hybrid models for coping with heterogeneous data. The
archaeological data services in the UK and the Netherlands have focused on project
level descriptions whereas the US archaeological data repository the Digital
Archaeological Record has chosen to enforce a more detailed level of description
(Archaeology Data Service & Digital Antiquity, 2011). In spite of the apparent
difficulties, recent studies on semantic repositories in specific branches of
archaeological research (e.g., Desjardin, Roo, Maeyer and Bourgeois, 2014; Isaksen,
Martinez, Gibbins, Earl and Keay, 2009), have demonstrated the potential of
integrated datasets that bring to mind the e-Science infrastructures envisioned in
the earlier literature (e.g., Borgman, 2003; DRIVER Project, 2015; Dunn, 2006;
Kintigh, 2006).
In contrast to the proliferation of technical literature on digital repositories (e.g.,
Austin and Mitcham, 2007; Richards, 2002), there is relatively little research on the
various actors involved in and influencing the development, management and use of
archaeological archives. Faniel and Yakel (project directors of the project DIPIR,
www.dipir.org) have studied the data reuse of researchers and students in
collaboration with the data publishing platform Open Context (Faniel, Kansa,
Kansa, Barrera-Gomez and Yakel, 2013; Kriesberg, Frank, Faniel and Yakel, 2013).
Their findings emphasise the importance and typical lack of detailed contextual
information on material artefacts and data. Another significant observation was that
the interviewees highlighted the importance of the reputation of data repository
(e.g., archive or museum) in trusting the provided data (Faniel et al., 2013). Atici,
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Kansa, Lev-Tov and Kansa (2013) have discussed the premises and requirements of
data-use from the perspective of their own research.
Beyond studies of individual groups of users, both Archaeology Data Service
(Beagrie and Houghton, 2013) and IANUS (Schäfer, Heinrich and Jahn, 2014) have
collected and analysed user feedback. Both studies show positive responses from the
depositors and users of the data. According to Beagrie and Houghton (2013), the
Archaeology Data Service is considered an authority in the long-term digital
preservation of archaeological data. Research funders and government
organizations are content with how the Archaeology Data Service helps contractors
to manage the legal requirements of depositing their data. Easy online access to
datasets saves researchers’ and students’ time and helps them to succeed.
Contractors see the one-off payment model of the Service well aligned with their
commercial interests and use the repository to benchmark their own processes.
Other repositories and their funders have commissioned similar economic and
qualitative impact reports (e.g., Bott, 2003). Even if these types of evaluations do
provide quantitative and general qualitative insights into the impact of digital
repositories, their focus is on estimating the (positive) societal significance of the
repositories rather than critically explicating how the repositories are linked to the
everyday practices of the different groups that influence or are affected by the
repositories. Passley’s (2013) study on the training preferences of archivists and
(archival) restoration workers is an example of parallel work on the diverging
professional priorities outside the context of archaeology. Even if the general aim of
both professional groups was to ensure the preservation of archival materials, the
differences in how they prioritised diverse aspects of their everyday work lead to
significant differences in how they esteemed the value of different competences and
activities.
The significance of understanding the practices of using and producing
archaeological archives relates to their impact on how archaeology is conducted.
They are infrastructures (Huvila, 2009a) that influence the way archaeologists are
working and in the end, shape that what we know of the past (Guimier-Sorbets,
1996; Huvila, 2006). In the worst case, the suboptimal archiving of archaeological
information may lead to a “Digital Dark Age” (Jeffrey, 2012). On the basis of a study
of information work of archaeology professionals, Huvila (2008b; 2006)
recommends that the critical success factors of archaeological information
management are the fit (for purpose) and (long-term) sustainability of information.
He also notes that special emphasis should be placed on exploiting the generally
positive attitude towards digital repositories, relevance and not only
comprehensiveness of preserved documentation, the significance of physical
artefacts as information objects in archaeology and the contextual and emergent
nature of archaeological information (Huvila, 2008b). Like Huvila, Faniel et al.
(2013) emphasised the importance of contextuality and argued for the need to
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include more information on contextual dimensions such as the methodological
procedures of archaeological investigations, information on the archaeologists who
conducted the work (training, previous work) and on the repository.

Theoretical framework
This study is based on a conceptual framework adapted from White’s theory of
social life discussed in the second edition of Identity and control (2008). White’s
theory is combined with a role-theory based approach of information work analysis
(Huvila, 2008a) emanating from the soft-systems methodology and CATWOE
approach (described in detail in the Methods section of this text) of Checkland
(1981). Instead of emphasising rules and exceptions or why something happens,
White’s theory focuses on how social forms emerge and how normality and
anomalies can be accounted for in a single framework. According to White (2008),
the social world, including organizations and persons, emerge from relationships
instead of attributes. An organization exists because individuals maintain a
particular pattern of mutual relationships. White argues further that identities
(defined as a generic source of action, e.g., organizations, crowds, communities or
individuals in different situations) are triggered by 'efforts at control amid
contingencies and contentions in interaction' (White and Godart, 2007). The efforts
of control form social realities for other identities. Control has its foundation in
physical and social milieus and this foundation or footing brings orientation in
relation to other identities. In practice, 'an identity can be perceived by others as
having an unproblematic continuity in social footing, even though it is adding
through its contentions with others to the contingencies they face' (White and
Godart, 2007).
The present study builds on White and asks whether the relationships and identities
(as discussed by White) can explain the organization of archaeological archiving. In
contrast to White’s broader definition of identity (White 2008, p. 2), this study
looks into a specific subset of possible identities related to work roles and posits that
a work role is endowed with a form of collective identity, which is similar to
individuals or collective entities, capable of engaging in control efforts. The purpose
of the approach is to explicate the emergence of the positions of different groups of
actors that work with archaeological information, and to explain how archaeological
archiving is exercised in Sweden and to discuss its implications.

Methods and material
The empirical material consists of sixteen qualitative interviews of Swedish
archaeology professionals with special interest in issues pertaining to the archiving
and preservation of archaeology. The interview approach was chosen to let a group
of interviewees working at different positions in different organizations to articulate
their understanding of the archiving and preservation of archaeology. In contrast to
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a survey, interviews gave the interviewees an opportunity to articulate their views in
depth and in detail, and the interviewer a comparable opportunity to ask for
clarifications and additional information.
The design and conducting of the interviews was based on the semi-structured
thematic interview approach of Hirsjärvi and Hurme (1995). All interviews were
conducted by the author, taped and transcribed by a professional transcriber. The
interviews lasted an average of 60 minutes. They focused on the interviewees’
professional work, their views on the current state and future prospects of
archaeological archiving. After a small number of initial questions about education,
work experience, the informants were asked to describe their current work (daily
routines, positive and negative challenges, organization). Next the interviewees
were asked about the current state and future prospects of the “preservation,
archiving and keeping of archaeology”. The questions about archiving were left open
to allow interviewees to define the priorities of keeping various types of assets,
documents and objects and to choose their preferred term for archiving (or e.g.,
keeping, preserving, saving) archaeology. Interviewees were also asked to describe
their own use of archaeological archives and their information work in general
terms. Finally, the interviewees were asked to describe an ideal archaeological
archive and from their perspective, how it would differ from the present facilities
and processes.
The choice of interviewees was conducted using a mixed-methods approach, which
according to the classification of sampling types of Teddlie and Yu (2007) combined
criterion and snowballing-based purposive sampling and convenience sampling.
The selection was based on the interviewees’ interest in archaeological archiving,
representation of key groups of actors relating to archaeological archiving and
convenience (voluntary participation). The initial group was formed by contacting
professionals who participated in a workshop on archeological archiving organized
by a third party in 2013 in Sweden. Invitations were sent to participants at the
event. Interviewees were also asked to suggest other professionals for possible
inclusion in the project. The size of the complete population of relevant
interviewees, the overlap of categories and corroboration of evidence imply that the
sample is not representative of a larger population. It is still useful for considering
the qualitative approach and the conceptual and exploratory rather confirmatory
aims of the present study. For reporting purposes, the interviewees were assigned
false names (Table 1).
Interviewee
Clavdia
Mynheer
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Description
Finds information administrator at a
national institution
Administrative director of a contract
financed archaeological department a
regional museum

Workrole
A B C D E F GH
X X
X

X
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Archivist, information manager at a
X
X
national institution
Administrative director of a contract
Chauchat
financed archaeological department a X (X)
X
regional museum
Finds administrator at a
Naptha
X
X X
regional/national institution
Coordinator at a private archaeology
Settembrini
X (X)
X
consultancy
Hans
Researcher
X
X
Field archaeologist and administrator
Joachim
X
X
X
at a private archaeology consultancy
Ziemssen
Archivist at a national institution
X
Coordinator at a contract archaeology
Behrens
X
department, regional museum
Marushja
Archivist at a national institution
X
Lodovico
Data archivist
X
Administrator at a county
Leo
X
X
administrative board
Castorp
Researcher, data archiving duties
X
Information manager at a national
X
James
institution
Tienappel
Researcher, data archivist
X
X
Key to abbreviations: A=Archaeological contract work; B=Administration
(CAB); C=Archival management; D=Finds administration; E=Finds
allocation; F=Data archiving; G=Information management;
H=Archaeological research
Peeperkorn

Table 1: Interviewees and their workroles. (X) refers to earlier and/or current indirect
workroles.

The empirical approach has some obvious limitations. Even if the author has done
his best to avoid taking 'researcher degrees of freedom' (Simmons, Nelson and
Simonsohn, 2011), additional studies are needed to confirm the exploratory results
of this study. Findings are based on a relatively small number of interviews from a
single country, limiting the validity of any generalisation. To control for the
overexpression of individual opinions, the analysis places a special emphasis on
views expressed by multiple interviewees. Secondly, considering the exploratory
aim of the present study to provide evidence for the existence of a phenomenon in
mind, the possible inability to generalise is not considered to be a major issue.
Thirdly, even if an ethnographical approach could have provided more in-depth
information on individuals and their work, the interview approach was considered
to be a reasonable compromise to get depth and breadth on work practices within
and between individual organizations.
The analysis of the interview transcripts was based on close reading (DuBois, 2003)
of interview transcripts and information work analysis (Huvila, 2006). The
approach builds on explicating work roles (Huvila, 2008c) and describing their
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positions using root definitions and CATWOE analysis. The root definitions and the
CATWOE (stands for the six criteria: client, actor, transformation, weltanschauung,
owner, environment) criteria are derived from the soft systems method (SSM)
developed by Checkland (1981) in a series of publications from the mid- seventies
onwards. The technique is used in its original context as a tool for analysing the
problems and ’systems’ that are involved in the information systems development,
and expressing a hypothesis of a relevant ’system’. The root definitions are
particularly useful in clarifying the studied situation by exposing the different views
and opinions held by different actors (including e.g., the users, contractors,
customers and the management). The root definitions are analytical compositions
of attitudes, opinions and world-views, based on several individual responses. The
definitions are written in the first-person, but they do not correspond with any
actual responses word-to-word. CATWOE is a method for expressing a root
definition in a formalised manner (ref. Table 2).
Example of the
Archaeological
contractor work role
CATWOE
from the contractor
point of view
Developer (on an
refers to the
beneficiary or victim, abstract level Society);
Client
who is affected by the (County administrative
board)
described activities
is the agent who is
Me (as a contract
responsible for
Actor
archaeologist).
carrying out the
operations
Conducting an
is the core of the root
archaeological
definition, which
investigation of a site
Transformation
describes what is
according to the
happening
contract.
(world view, ’all that My role as a private
you take for granted’) contractor is in
are the assumptions contradiction with the
altruistic archaeological
Weltanschauung and the mental
’landscape’ where the ethos of documenting
and preserving the past
root definition
material culture.
functions
Developer; Country
is the sponsor or the
Administrative Board;
Owner
controller of the
(National Heritage
activity
Board); (Society)
Country (Sweden);
is the space or
Archaeological
environment where
investigation site;
Environment
the activity takes
(Region for regional
place
contractors)
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Table 2: The CATWOE mnemonic Smyth and Checkland (1976), Checkland
(1981, 224-227).

Root definitions and the CATWOE-criteria are fundamentally a goal-oriented
technique intended to bring about the change in an organization. Here the
technique is used as an analytic instrument for articulating the boundaries and the
constituent operations embodied in the systems, which are determined by the
identified work roles.
The results were revisited and revised after one month of the original categorisation
for assessing its validity, and again one month later, reanalysed using negative case
analysis (Lincoln and Guba, 1985) with a specific purpose of finding contradictory
evidence that would decrease the reliability of the drawn conclusions.

Archaeological information process in Sweden
Nearly all archaeological fieldwork in Sweden is conducted in contracted rescue
archaeology projects. A typical Swedish contract archaeology process is complicated
and involves several private and public actors including the developer (in practice
state agencies, large construction companies, landowners and similar
organizations), county administrative board (CAB), the National Heritage Board,
contractor and museums (Lönn, 2006). All public bodies involved in the process
including museums, National Heritage Board and universities are required to
archive all related administrative records. In Sweden, the general requirement is
that a developer files an environmental impact assessment (MKB) of a planned
intervention (Schibbye, Frisk, Sander and Westerlind, 2007). It is common that the
Environmental Impact Assessment is preceded by a pre-study that forms a basis for
the comprehensive assessment of environmental impact. From the point of view of
archaeology, the problem is that many environmental impact assessment processes
lack specific archaeological competence (Björckebaum and Mossberg, 2009) and
the archaeological assessment is contracted first during the final stages of a
planning process.
The compiled Environmental Impact Assessment is delivered to the local county
administrative board for a statement and negotiation. If the conclusion is that
archaeological sites need to be either fully or partially removed, the county
administrative board puts an investigation project out to tender. Contractors are
asked to submit an investigation plan and budget for the project. The tenders are
processed by the county administrative board and discussed with the developer
before a final decision.
After the decision of the winning tender has been made, the chosen contractor
conducts an archaeological investigation on the site. The contractor is required to
file a report with the county administrative board (with copies submitted to the
National Heritage Board, museums involved in the process and the developer) and
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submit information about the site to the National Sites and Monuments Record
(FMIS) held by the National Heritage Board. Recently, the National Heritage Board
has started to archive digital archaeological reports in a DSpace-based repository
called SAMLA (http://samla.raa.se).
At the end of the investigation, the National Heritage Board makes decision on the
allocation of the investigation’s finds. There are specific rules for the depositing of
particular groups of finds (e.g., coins that are deposited with the Royal Coin
Cabinet), but the general policy is to see that finds are preserved in the region
(regional museum) and/or at the museum with earlier finds from the same site.
The county administrative board is also responsible for making decisions about the
archiving of other documentation material (including maps, drawings, notes and
other data) at an archival institution. Documentation material is kept at regional
museums and universities with extensive archives of archaeological documentation.
By the time of conducting the study in 2014, material from the investigations
conducted by the Contract Archaeological Service of the National Heritage Board
were archived with the National Heritage Board. From January 1, 2015 the unit was
moved from the National Heritage Board to become a part of the Swedish History
Museum. In addition to the statutory allocation of finds and archiving of official
records, specialised research data archives including the Swedish National Data
Archive (SNDS) and the Strategic Environmental Archaeological Database (SEAD)
have started to provide access to selected digital sets of archaeological data.

Analysis
In the analysis of the empirical material it was possible to distinguish eight major
work roles (Table 1) at the level of the national process of archiving and managing
archaeological information. The eight roles discussed here overlap with each other
and individual informants were often engaged in several different roles as a part of
their duties. In addition, other interviewees were able to elaborate each others’ roles
from different perspectives. There is also considerable variation in how specific
institutions have organized their work and therefore the distribution of the different
roles vary from one institution to another. Both in spite and because of this
variation, the work roles function as generic and representative units for analysing
the archiving of archaeology in Sweden.

Archaeological contract work
The role archaeological contract work encompasses the practical rescue
archaeological work. Contractors undertake archaeological investigations (surveys
and excavations) commissioned by developers (in practice state agencies, large
construction companies, landowners and other developers) under the supervision of
the county administrative board (Ottander, 2012). Contractors are selected on the
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basis of a tender or in small-scale projects directly by the county administrative
board after discussions with the developer. The responsibility of the contractor is to
conduct the investigation according to the current regulations of the National
Heritage Board and to submit a report that documents the work procedures and
results of the investigation. Similarly to the principles of archaeological work, the
form and contents of the report are regulated by national guidelines (including
Kulturrådet, 2013; Riksantikvarieämbetet, 2012a; 2012b), which do, however, leave
room for considerable local adjustments.
The priorities of the contractors lie in winning tenders, conducting cost-effective
investigations that conform to the regulations and submitting a report. Some
Swedish contractors are private companies, but a large number of them are
affiliated with regional and national institutions. The largest actor is the field
archaeology unit (from January 2015, a part of the Swedish History Museum) of the
National Heritage Board. The field archaeology units of regional museums form
another large group of contractors. Even if the contract archaeology operations of
the public bodies are funded similarly by external contracts than the private
companies, the marriage of private interests and public ethos is often problematic.
As Chauchat argues, the current administrative system 'should have better
readiness to deal with' contractors and to take into account their economic realities
and their need for clients and constant income: 'we need to hunt for work and
money, [take into consideration] what customers want and so on'. The contract
archaeology units of the public bodies may have duties that essentially stretch
beyond their role as contractors. Even the interviewees representing private
archaeology operators reflected upon their problematic feelings of abstract public
responsibility that went well beyond their contractual liabilities. For instance,
Chauchat and Settembrini, noted that their organizations are keeping at the
moment complete datasets from their past investigations even if it is costly and
beyond their legal obligations. All interviewed contract archeologists were similarly
explicit about their awareness of the destructive nature of archaeological
interventions (when an archaeological site is excavated, the documentation is all
that remains) and responsibility of documenting their work in detail.
The uncertainties of the ownership and responsibility for the data and reports also
hinder the contractors’ possibilities to acquire and share necessary information.
Most of the informants were largely favourable to sharing other data than their
internal models for calculating costs and tenders. At the same time, however, no
procedures for sharing and accessing digital or analogue data exist. The paperbased archival procedures of investigation reports made the documents difficult to
access for the contractors even if the unofficial custom of many contractors to
publish their finalised reports on their webpages helped in this respect.
CATWOE
Client
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(County administrative board)
Me
Conducting an archaeological investigation of a
Transformation
site according to the contract.
My role as a private contractor is in
contradiction with the altruistic archaeological
Weltanschauung
ethos of documenting and preserving the past
material culture.
Developer; Country Administrative Board;
Owner
(National Heritage Board); (Society)
Country (Sweden); Archaeological investigation
Environment
site; (Region for regional contractors)
Actor

Table 3: Archaeological contract work.

Administration (County Administrative Board)
In Sweden, the county administrative boards are the authorities that grant
permission for land use in their respective counties. Its role is to ensure that
archaeological sites and monuments will be left intact as far as possible and if
impossible, to make decisions of conducting archaeological investigations on sites
that cannot be preserved (Leo, Naphta). The first priority of administrators is to
influence the plans in a way that archaeological sites can be left intact and only
secondarily, to guarantee that an exhaustive archaeological investigation is
conducted and comprehensive documentation of the site produced within
reasonable financial constraints and that a report and documentation of the
administrative process will be archived properly. The most significant document (as
stated also in the guidelines for contract archaeology, Riksantikvarieämbetet,
2012a) is the eventual decision of an intervention on an archaeological site made by
the county administrative board. The interviewees working in the administrator
work role including Leo and Naphta noted that they often work with tight schedules
and the work burden tends to be high to a degree that there are seldom possibilities
to supervise contractors or even to read all incoming investigation reports. In
practice, he considered, however, that there are mechanisms that ensure the quality
of the process. The mere possibility that an administrator reviews the contractors’
work and reporting processes and the rule that contractors may be declined tenders
if their fail to complete their projects, process finds and submit required
documentation puts pressure on the contractors to conduct their work properly.
Also the the high level of professionalism of contractors compensates for the
scarcity of direct control. Napthta noted also that according to his experience, even
if there are differences, the general quality of contractors is high and the smaller
and sometimes weaker actors are catching up the larger ones. Another problem is
related to the difficulties of accessing information. One of the interviewees
employed by a county administrative board noted that it tends to be easier to find a
particular report from the web site of the contractor than to contact the archive of
the own institution: '[i]t’s not rare that we go to archaeology companies’ websites
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and look and search for reports and such things'. (Naphta).
CATWOE
Client
Actor

Society; The Law
Me
Making a decision whether an archaeological
Transformation investigation should be conducted or not, and if
yes, that it will be conducted.
Cultural heritage legislation need to be followed.
The best alternative is if a site/monument need
not to be touched and everyone sees that
Weltanschauung
worthwhile; If the preservation of a site is not
possible, a thorough investigation needs to be
conducted and properly reported.
Country Administrative Board; Legislator;
Owner
(Society)
County; Country (Sweden); Archaeological
Environment
investigation site
Table 4: Administration (County Administrative Board).

Archival management
Professional archivists are employed both by the national and regional authorities
(including museums, National Heritage Board, county administrative boards,
National Historical Museum). All of the interviewed professionals tended to have a
background in archaeology combined with a degree or diploma studies in archival
science. The archival work in the archaeology sector is focused on conventional
archival duties including the management and preservation of administrative
records and investigation reports (at county administrative boards and the National
Heritage Board archive) and reference service with the users of the archives. It is
problematic that archival materials tend to be dispersed and it may be difficult to
find which institution is keeping particular records. It is also common that, for
instance, museums and the National Heritage Board do not always get their copies
of documents (e.g., archaeological reports) even if they would entitled to have them
according to the current guidelines.
In spite of these shortcomings, from the perspective of the archivists, the current
largely paper-based work flow is well-defined with few apparent problems
(Ziemssen, Peeperkorn, Marushja). The major future challenges noted by Ziemssen
and Peeperkorn are the implementation of the process based model of describing of
archival records included in the new directives of the Swedish National Archives
and a transition from a current paper-based management of archival records to a
digital archive. In addition to the technical questions of managing digital archival
documents, the digitisation of archaeological information work also raises questions
of what types of digital information should be archived or not. Even if from an
archival management point of view, for instance, material from exhibitions relating
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to a particular project, video clips, blog posts and other social media content should
be archived together with other documents, 'it is very difficult to get people [others
than archivists] to understand why it is so important' (Peeperkorn). As Peeperkorn
and Ziemssen emphasise, the problem is less in the lack of technical possibilities to
archive relevant digital data, but to convince colleagues of its relevance. At the
museums with less established archival procedures, an additional challenge relates
to sometimes relatively weak records management culture and the development of
the management of administrative archives and document management.
A significant aspect of the archivist work role is that the priorities and requirements
of (administrative) archiving are very different from those of data archivists who are
working with the preservation and publishing of research data. The archival
function focuses on the management of administrative documents (e.g., a decision
of an archaeological investigation) and documentation of administrative process by
archiving related public documents. The contents of these documents (including
archaeological reports) are not directly relevant for archivist work role similarly to
the management of other documentation material that is currently black-boxed as
an appendix to the archival record. The appraisal of other documentation material
is independently conducted by the field archaeologist. The practices vary according
to Naphta, who notes that sometimes the documentation material includes all
economic details and hand-written notes even if it might be reasonable to reduce,
according to him, at least the amount of double documentation.
CATWOE
Client
Actor

Society; Employer organization
Me
Preservation of records (as information,
Transformation evidence) as evidence of the activities of my
organization.
Records need to be preserved even if in my
organization it can be difficult because of the
lack of understanding of what ids and should be
Weltanschauung
an archival record. Archaeological reports and
data are a part of the record, but rather an
appendix than the main thing.
Owner
Society
Environment
Office of origin of the records
Table 5: Archival management.

Finds administration
The finds administration role at regional and national museums (primarily National
Historical Museum) comprises the management of physical objects originating from
archaeological excavations. Roles can be mixed, there are full-time administrators
financed by the county administrative boards and the national bodies, and both
partly and fully contract funded positions. In the group of interviewees, Naphta,
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Mynheer, Clavdia and Chauchat worked most explicitly in the finds administrative
work role.
The finds management have several complications. The work is largely directed by
the incoming finds and how they can be accommodated both physically and
documented as a part of the collections. A constant problem for antiquarians is that
even if the finds are deposited in a museum, the related archaeological reports and
investigation data are deposited elsewhere. CABs archive the reports and at the
present the investigation data is not necessarily archived at all. Therefore, the finds
administrators need to use a lot of time for retyping and reconstructing necessary
contextual data in their collection management systems, as Clavdia noted, instead
of focusing on enriching the earlier data with details that would be relevant from
collections and museal perspectives.
The priority of the work role is to use the existing material in the museum
collections. Partly the work is directed by the explicit needs and wants of (mostly)
researchers who need to access the collections. Another dimension of the work is
the actual and assumed interests of the general public. In both cases, the success of
the work is highly dependent on the personal knowledge of the collections and the
quality of documentation. Because of the diverse information needs and want, the
search for useful objects can be difficult.
CATWOE
Museum (National Historical Museum or regional
museum)
Actor
Me
Transformation Preservation and management of finds.
The management and preservation of finds is
difficult. Find and archival materials are seldom
deposited to same institutions. There are also
practical problems in keeping the finds intact. At
the same time, I should also engage more in
Weltanschauung
promoting the use of finds for research and
presentation, but because of the difficulties of
managing finds and their related information I
might not have enough time and opportunities
to do so.
Owner
Museum
Environment
Museum
Client

Table 6: Finds administration.

Finds allocation
The National Heritage Board appoints an institution (most often a local or regional
museum) to take responsibility for the management of finds coming from a
particular investigation. Contractor and the appointed institution participate in the
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decision-making process.
The finds allocation decision is made first after an investigation, a procedure based
on the legislation (the Swedish state cannot deposit its property without first
knowing what it is depositing) that was criticised by several interviewees. If the
receiving institution could be decided before the investigation starts the process
could be faster and the contractors could negotiate directly with museums about the
management and documentation of finds and it would be easier to see that all
relevant parties get the necessary information in time. Further, because the final
report is finished before the decision on the deposit of the finds has been made, the
report does not contain information on the final location of the finds. Finally, in
spite of the specific efforts to keep in pace with incoming allocation requests, the
finds allocation decisions tend to be late.
A challenge with the current procedure is that necessary information for making the
finds allocation decisions is not always easily available. In addition to information
on the investigation and the finds, a finds allocation officer needs information about
eventual earlier investigations on the same site and area, and whether there has
been a praxis to deposit some specific types of finds at specific institutions. The
information tends to be scattered in different places and especially the retrieval of
relevant historical decisions (e.g., relating to finds from the same site or area) can
be extremely difficult. Documents on decisions made prior to 1994 need to be
ordered from the archives. According to the interviewees, this tends to take time
and because of the lack of the possibility to browse records, it can be difficult to
know which documents and decisions are the relevant ones.
CATWOE
Museum (National Heritage Board or regional
museum)
Actor
Me
Transformation Preservation and management of finds.
It is important to preserve finds and keep their
related information together with the material
Weltanschauung
artefacts in a safe repository designated by the
current regulations and policies.
Owner
Swedish state
Environment
Museum
Client

Table 7: Finds allocation.

Data archiving
The role of data archivist relates to the management, preservation and publishing of
primary research data for scholarly research. In the group of interviewees Tienappel
and Lodovico worked directly with data archiving. In addition, both Hans and
Castorp had data archiving related duties and indirect priorities. Currently this role
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lies outside of the established administrative workflow and as James and Lodovico
emphasised, the role and responsibilities of archaeological research data archives in
the archaeological information process need to be more clearly defined. The work
role relates directly to the requirements of the reuse of archaeological research data
for multisite data intensive research and other types of research within and outside
archaeology. Also the recent national and international policy initiatives to
complement traditional forms of research output (reports, journal articles and e.g.,
monographs) by opening primary research data resources for peer-review and
future research have increased the demand of data archiving expertise. Similarly to
the researchers, the data archivists are interested in data, but unlike researchers
data archivists see the relevance of the particular pieces of data in terms of how
users use the data, not by the data itself. From an archivist’s perspective the data is
essentially a black box that needs to be described, managed and made available
according to relevant standards and the needs of the users of the data. The usability
and adequate documentation of data is a matter of concern for a data archivist (as
articulated e.g., by Castorp and Lodovico), but their preoccupation tends to remain
on a relatively abstract level.
CATWOE
Client

Scientific community
Me (data archivist who curates data);
Actor
Researchers (who deposit data)
Making uniform and well-documented sets of
Transformation archaeological data available enables
researchers to address new research questions.
Data is the major outcome of research and it
Weltanschauung
should be (made) available.
Owner
Researchers; (Research data archive)
Archive; Country (Sweden); Universities; World
Environment
(research data is not national)
Table 8: Data archiving.

Information management
Besides technical responsibility for the maintenance of administrative and
information systems, the information management role incorporates responsibility
for the preservation of an organization’s information so that it may be available to
users. Many information management experts tend to have background in
information technology or archaeological computing (James, Peeperkorn). Different
information management functions can be found in most of the organizations
represented by the interviewees but depending on the type and size of the
organization, information management can be a primary work role or small part of
the work of a project manager or an administrator.
Currently the information management suffers from a lack of standardisation of
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data formats and of the large number of different local approaches and applications
used in the management of documentation data. The most widely used system
Intrasis is developed by the largest archaeology contractor, the Contract
Archaeological Service (UV), until 2015, a part of the National Heritage Board.
Many contractors use their own proprietary solutions, often self-contained systems
or applications based on commercial database management systems and GISpackages. In practice Intrasis has become a de facto standard that is difficult to
bypass. Three of the interviewees commented explicitly that this status and the
ownership of Intrasis by the largest of the contractor is problematic. One of the
problems is that the license of Intrasis is expensive for small actors and the
possibilities of moving complete datasets to other environments are limited.
Another issue is that county administrative boards and other Intrasis users
(including smaller contractors) lack ownership of the system and feel that they have
less influence on how the system is developed.
The general perspective to information and data held by information managers is is
broadly similar to that of researchers working on data intensive research (compare
Castorp and James), but differs by its administrative rather than research-oriented
focus. Unlike researchers, the practical interest of information management is to
keep and make available information as it is (as far as it is leveraged and
documented in a manageable and technically uniform manner) whereas researchers
(and according to two informants, large developers) tend to be concerned with the
specific sites and research questions.
CATWOE
Client
Actor

Museum, National Heritage Board, Contractor
Me
Management of archaeological information and
Transformation
information systems
The management of (especially) digital
information is a mess and there are no routines
or regulations how things should be done. We
Weltanschauung have worked out our own procedures and
systems to cope with the daily operations, but
otherwise we are waiting that a national system
would be available.
Society (National Historical Museum, National
Owner
Heritage Board, my own organization)
Environment
My own organization
Table 9: Information management.

Archaeological research
The large-scale reuse of archaeological research data can be traced back to the
emergence of affordable technologies for managing and processing large amounts of
data. In spite of the improved opportunities, especially the reuse data is not very
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common and much of the archaeological research is still focused on the generation
and collection of new data, analysis of individual sites and smaller geographical
areas. The difficulty of accessing and using dispersed and heterogeneous research
data in general and digital data in particular is currently the most critical obstacle
for conducting this type of research (Castorp, Tienappel, Hans). There are no
comprehensive registers, and the existing documents and data lack uniform
structures that would facilitate their retrieval and use (Hans). At the same time, the
interviewees acknowledge that 'archaeological information is very complex, very
difficult to describe. And it can be described in such a many ways. There are so
many different levels of detail' (Hans).
CATWOE
Scientific community; Members of the society
(that can benefit of research results)
Actor
Me (researcher)
Reusing and combining sets of earlier
archaeological data (e.g., GIS, scientific data)
Transformation
enables me to address new types of research
questions.
Primary research data is the major outcome of
Weltanschauung archaeological investigations and it should be
(made) available.
Me (university); National Heritage Board;
Owner
Research data archive
University; Country (Sweden); World (research
Environment
data is not national)
Client

Table 10: Archaeological research.

Work roles and relationships
Even if the analysis shows that the different work roles have widely different
priorities concerning the archiving and preservation of archaeology, it was apparent
that all of the interviewees shared a certain abstract idea of the significance of
everything that originates from an archaeological investigation and an equal
premisory relevance of keeping all data in its entirety. This general scholarly ethos
was in apparent conflict with the practical realities of the work roles and their
related priorities. The question of appraising and deaccessioning data and finds was
generally seen as a difficult question (e.g., Leo). All interviewees agreed that
everything cannot be kept, but opinions remained divided on the questions of who,
when, what and on what premises finds and information could be deaccessioned.
In spite of the shared idea of archaeological work and its purpose, the CATWOEanalysis revealed several disconnects between the work roles. The major issues
experienced by the informants could be categorised in four groups: 1) lack of shared
understanding of the division of responsibilities; 2) complexity and lack of
coordination of the information process; 3) standardisation and 4) absence of
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infrastructure for archiving archaeological information.
The first issue relates to the lack of shared understanding of the division of
responsibilities. The different actors do not necessarily know or follow the existing
guidelines and regulations related to the distribution of documentation and division
of responsibilities, or they interpret the instructions differently. Even if the
complicated paper-based process is reasonably well documented and the interviews
revealed that many of the informants were not knowledgeable of where certain
decisions were made (e.g., finds allocation) and which authorities had responsibility
for archiving particular documents (e.g., Clavdia, Behrens, Settembrini, Joachim).
This was the case even if the interviewees were aware of the current legislation and
the guidelines published by the National Heritage Board. Interviewees also
remarked that it is difficult to communicate to others the relevance, perspective,
information needs and priorities of particular work roles. The interviewed archivists
considered that the archival management work role and the role of archive as a
keeper of administrative documentation rather than research data was not generally
understood (Tienappel, Ziemssen). Also finds administrators found that their need
of field documentation in general and some specific types of information in
particular was not properly catered (Clavdia, Naphta).
Secondly, several interviewees made critical remarks on the general complexity and
lack of coordination of the information process. The large number of actors
involved in the archaeological information process impedes effective coordination
(e.g., James, Joachim). The independence of county administrative boards make it
difficult to introduce uniform and integrated work flows (Hans, Chauchat) and the
often heavy workload of regional archaeological heritage administrators (e.g., Leo)
means that there are limited possibilities to follow-up decisions and to ensure that
guidelines are being implemented. The small size of the regional organizations
responsible for the management of local heritage means also that there are limited
resources to develop comprehensive and robust long-term solutions. The problem
of the lack of centralised systems and procedures was acknowledged especially in
the context of digital information (e.g., Ziemssen, Behrens, Tienappel) but it was
apparent that the smallness affected the entire management process. For instance,
Behrens noted that the small institutions have a tendency to focus on solving
individual problems in hand such as the preservation of particular types of
documents or finds instead of focusing on the management of the entire process. 'It
is a bit scary that nobody has really a good idea how things are done' (Behrens).
The fact that responsible archival institutions and finds deposits (each with their
specific local guidelines) are selected on case by case basis does also complicate the
process. Contractors have difficulties to plan their work (Chauchat), finds
administrators do not get information they need and information from a single
excavation ends up to be kept in several different places and in the end, none of the
actors are in a position to take the onus. As Marushja aptly remarked, it is
impossible to take responsibility for materials you have never received.
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At the same time, however, even if a relative consensus exists that there is room for
improvement in the coordination of the current information process, multiple
interviewees emphasised that there has to be room for local adjustments (e.g.,
Settembrini, Ziemssen). Interviewees were also very empathetic about the
significance of their local knowledge. Every investigation, regional museum and
county administrative board was regarded as to be unique and it was considered to
be difficult to establish uniform procedures that would be applicable in all
conceivable cases.
Even if the interviewees occasionally saw blemish in their own contribution, they
were generally satisfied with their own role in the information process and had a
tendency to see the most significant problems in other organizations. A common
desire of the interviewees was that initiatives like the DAP project, (unspecific)
increased cooperation and the on-going national and international data-archiving
initiatives would solve the incumbent problems (e.g., James, Tienappel, Hans,
Ziemssen).
The third observed issue is that similarly to the ambiguity of the critique of the
complexity and lack of coordination of archaeological information work, the
interviewees were highly ambivalent about increased standardisation. Especially
international standards were seen as problematic. The most eager supporters of
standardisation were interviewees who worked with information management and
data archiving (James, Lodovico) and to a certain extent, researchers like Hans and
Castorp who suffered from the heterogeneity of documentation data even if also
they all stressed the challenges and drawbacks of standards. The current situation of
archaeological work and documentation was considered to be better in Sweden than
in many other countries in Europe and the rest of the world. Leo assumed that it
might be difficult to create standards that would be useful both in countries with
less developed routines and “in countries like Sweden” and suggested that
standardisation might be easier on national than on international level. Similarly to
the variance of the quality of archaeological work and administration of
archaeological heritage, also the differences in find types, terminology, concepts and
working methods were regarded as being problematic from the standardisation
point of view (Mynheer, Lodovico). Clavdia noted also that even it is relatively easy
to define technical standards, for instance, for preservation of archaeological
information, the standards do not guarantee that relevant documents and
information would be generated or preserved. Naphta express a worry of
overstandardisation and a possible loss of information because of a too close
uniformity of documentation. However, even if the direct benefits of specific
standards were questioned, in general, the establishing of guidelines was considered
to be useful. According to Behrens, establishing a baseline minimum standard for
routines and documentation would help archaeologists to conduct their work better
and also to specify the minimum criteria of what is expected of documentation,
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documents and, for instance, their preservation.
Finally, the fourth issue relates to the absence of an infrastructure for
archaeological information and the consequent complexity of retrieving documents
and information from myriad institutions and repositories (e.g., Hans, Castorp,
Settembrini, Naphta). Even if some of the problems of the interviewees to find
necessary information relate to technical problems (Hans), the majority of
challenges could be traced back to the organizational issues. Naphta, Hans and
Settembrini considered that the need to consult archivists at the AntiquarianTopographical Archive (ATA) of the National Heritage Board to retrieve documents
was time consuming and impractical. According to the interviewed archivists, the
retrieval of older material was challenging even for professionals (e.g., Peeperkorn).
The interviewees pointed also that there are limitations in the available registers
and search aids. In practice, it tends to be necessary to know register (diarium)
identifiers or at least the municipality of the origin of the documents (Behrens,
Chauchat) to retrieve them. It is not uncommon that an information-seeker needs to
consult libraries, sites and monument register (FMIS), to rely on verbal information
from colleagues and serendipity, and to personally seek documents in multiple
archives and organizations (Hans, Chauchat) to find all documentation concerning
a particular project or site. In some cases it might be even difficult to assess whether
a particular document cannot be found or if does not exist (Naphta). In comparison
to reports and paper-based records, getting access to digital data was considered to
be even more difficult. According to the informants there are no routines for dealing
with data requests (Hans, Castorp). Hans had experienced that some actors did not
even consider that digital data is a public document that they would be legally
obliged to release for the public.

Discussion
The analysis shows that the management and archiving of archaeological
information is a complex issue with multiple dependencies. The CATWOE analysis
highlights the social rather than directly technical or methodological underpinnings
of many of the current problems experienced by the interviewees. From the
perspective of the organizational theorizing of White (2008), the dynamics of how
archaeology is archived and archaeological information is managed in Sweden can
be explained in terms of an assemblage of struggles of how different participants (or
using the vocabulary of White, “identities”) are attempting to orient themselves in
relation to others. Many of these problems have been documented on a general level
in the literature. The lack of shared understanding of the division of responsibilities
is a common problem in interdisciplinary teams and complex organizations (e.g.,
Mabery, Gibbs-Scharf and Bara, 2013; Weller, 2008; Macpherson and Clark, 2009).
The complexity and lack of coordination of the information process is a another
well-known problem both in archaeology (e.g., Huvila, 2006; Thomas, 2006) and
beyond (e.g., Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Foscarini, 2010 similarly to the the
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paradoxical nature and consequences of standardisation (e.g., Huvila, 2012; Duff
and Harris, 2002; Ketelaar, 1996). The relation between commercial and scholarly
interests in archaeology has been noted to be uneasy also outside of Sweden (e.g.,
Henson, 2009). The absence and need of infrastructures for archiving
archaeological information has been similarly noted in earlier studies from (data)
archiving (e.g., Merriman and Swain, 1999; Richards, 2002; Huvila, 2009b;
Mitcham, Niven and Richards, 2010) and use perspectives (e.g., Faniel et al., 2013;
Atici et al., 2013).
A major problem with the preservation and curation of archaeological information
is that many of the priorities of the users and other actors involved in the process
remain tacit. In terms of White (2008), the relationships that could constitute an
organization remain too vague. In addition to the generally accepted consensus of
the importance of preserving archaeological information, the different actors tend
to have an imprecise idea of the needs and wants of other actors and as, for
instance, Passley (2013) and Huvila (2008b) have shown earlier, the priorities of
different actors can have significant differences. The shared idea of archaeology can
be seen as a manifestation of effective control but in practice, it seems that this
common opinion is not used as a strong enough social footing to form an
unproblematic social reality for the different stakeholders. The lack of social footing
(White, 2008) is visible in the incomplete understanding of the stakeholder
priorities. It is a factor that contributes to the experience of that archival practices
are not good enough and the heterogeneity of documentation is a problem.
Consequently, it has led to the current rarity of the use of archaeological archives
and reuse of data and the continuing emphasis of the archaeological research on the
generation of new research data. As Merriman and Swain (1999) remark, these
priorities undermine the claims of the importance of keeping such archives even if
both the interviews of researchers in this study and the literature (Faniel et al.,
2013; Kriesberg, Frank, Faniel and Yakel, 2013; Huvila, 2006) show that data can
be effectively reused to conduct research (Huvila, 2006), educate archaeologists
(Kriesberg et al., 2013; Huvila, 2006) and to address entirely new types of research
questions. Similarly to how organizations, even such document centric institutions
as museums (Huvila, 2013), in general tend to be supported by social rather than
inscribed forms of information, the most effective approach to find relevant
information from the repositories is to use knowledgeable colleagues as a reference.
An apparent solution to the problem of the lack of a proper social footing and the
non-existence of an organization is to yield control by investigating, communicating
and enforcing the mutual compliance with these requirements and by systematising
archaeological information and the ways of how it is produced. Several interviewees
did call for a better standardisation (e.g., Behrens, James, Mynheer, Lodovico,
Clavdia) i.e., control that would form a (relatively) concise social footing for their
work even if the support was seldom entirely unconditional. The challenge of
exercising control in the context of archaeological information work is the
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heterogeneity of archaeological information, the diversity of the explicit and implicit
theoretical underpinnings of the different branches of archaeological scholarship
and the variety and situatedness of archaeological work practices (e.g., Huvila,
2006; Davidović, 2009; Edgeworth, 2006).
The efforts at control that manifest as a high degree of standardisation of the
information process, regulations of how all data should be gathered, what should be
documented and what interpretations should be done, have a direct impact on the
nature of archaeological fieldwork and scholarship (e.g., Guimier-Sorbets, 1996;
Huvila, 2006). The impossibility of anticipating the future needs of archaeological
information does not mean that certain key needs of the current users cannot be
catered to. For instance, both the present findings and earlier studies (e.g., Faniel et
al., 2013) highlight the significance of rich contextual information. The
impossibility to predict the future does not imply either that more determined
control efforts would not be useful in creating a regime or a set of stories in social
reality that would support the emergence of a shared footing and an opportunity for
concerted action. The approaches based on the standardization of technical formats
and metadata-level documentation assumed by the pioneering data archives in the
UK and the Netherlands (e.g., Richards, 2002; Doorn and Tjalsma, 2007) are
attempts to seize control and find footing among other identities (i.e., work roles,
users and other actors) similarly to more stringent efforts to standardise
documentation practices. If the identity of data archives and central repositories as
control efforts is properly acknowledged, the presence of control itself does not need
to be a problem. As White (2008) notes, the tension between identity and control is
a necessary ingredient of further control efforts through which an identity can
generate new associations and be creative. Dissolving the tension by rigid
expectations of conformity could be counterproductive for the generation of new
knowledge and as such, an action that would delimit the relevance of keeping
archaeological archives altogether. If conformity takes over creativity, identities
might lose their potential to interact in different realms of how things are known
and knowable in archaeology.
A related issue to the control efforts is the question of evaluation and quality. The
interviews showed that at present the information process incorporates very little
follow-up. Administrators were confident that contractors produce high quality
reports and make informed decisions on the deaccessioning of finds and
information. The main reason given by the interviewees was the lack of resources to
properly follow on-going projects. At the same time, however, the interviews
indicated the presence of a high level of trust on colleagues and the process that
seemed to compensate for an immediate need to scrutinise the process in a greater
detail. It seems that a certain generic archaeological identity (see White, 2008, pp.
1-2) has acquired enough social footing to function as a stable standpoint for the
identities to relate to instead of compelling them to orient themselves by seeking
control. Instead of making remarks on the recurrent problems with the quality of
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the contemporary documentation, the interviewees tended to complain that some
relevant pieces of information might be missing and especially that reports and
documents did not always reach all relevant users.
Even if some of the interviewees (e.g., James, Lodovico, Castorp) saw the absence of
information as a control-related matter, the issue can be explained by the previously
discussed lack of knowledge of the network i.e. of other actors and their needs. It
seems that in the light of the framework of White (2008), much of the current
challenges of archaeological archiving in Sweden can be traced back to this
particular issue. The existing shared understanding of the premises of
archaeological work appears to provide a relatively firm social footing for a
functioning infrastructure. That what seemed to be missing was a common effort to
make the relationships and identities to come into being in interactions and
endeavours to seize control in the network of relationships. A strong centralised
control effort can undoubtedly solve many of the technical issues described by the
interviewees (e.g., where to submit specific documents and which institution has the
legal responsibility to do what), but it is unclear whether an externally given rather
than internally emerging control venture would address the informational and
practical needs of the users and other actors. The studies of the existing
archaeological data archives show the usefulness of centralised services as a part of
a nationwide archaeological information infrastructure, but underline also the need
of a close involvement and qualitative understanding of the perspectives and needs
of all actors (e.g., Beagrie and Houghton, 2013; Doorn and Tjalsma, 2007). A
Whitean (2008) reading of the organization (or in terms of classical organizational
theory, the lack of organization) of the management of archaeological information
in Sweden suggests strongly that infrastructure-wide problems are not solved by
waiting for external standards or regulations or by focusing on local nuisances. They
require attention and initiative from all involved parties, not merely their
participation as informants or advisors.

Conclusions
Analysis of the interview record shows that there are multiple technical, legislative,
conceptual and structural factors that influence and complicate the building,
management and use of archaeological archives. Privatisation of archaeological
fieldwork, the diversity of involved participants, and often diverging practical and
statutory requirements and responsibilities of preserving different types of
materials. Further, the digitization and growth of the amount documentation
material has brought demands for effective means of capturing and preserving new
forms of data, but also a need to reconsider the concepts of “archaeological archive”
and ”archaeological data”, and their functions in archaeology and the society as a
whole.
It is tempting to see the problems in the process as technical issues relating to a lack
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of central repositories, unclear regulations, poor follow-up and undefined
responsibilities. But a closer look at the users, contributors, managers and
developers of archaeological archiving and their work roles and relations suggest
that the problems of relating to the division of responsibilities, coordination of the
information process, lack of standardisation and the non-infrastructure like nature
of the current repositories can be traced back to the organization of the information
work. In the light of the organizational theory of White (2008), the central challenge
of archiving archaeology is not the lack of standardisation of information or
information processes but the lack of mutual control efforts by the involved actors
(identities) that would provide them with orientation in relation to other identities.
Instead of speculating who should take responsibility or trying to develop a perfect
standard, the different actors could benefit of being more proactive in their efforts
to seize control of the process. Archaeology as a practice and a body of theory does
undoubtedly constitute a solid enough social footing for exercising control and
articulating identities but what is missing is a strong enough effort from the part of
individual actors that would lay foundations to the emergence of concerted
organization of archaeological archiving. The infrastructure cannot be given by a
single actor alone. It has to be established as a network of relationships between all
parties.
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